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DOE-HDBK-1019/1-93 NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND REACTOR THEORY. ABSTRACT. The . Nuclear Physics
and Reactor Theory. Handbook was developed to assist nuclear facility operating contractors in providing
operators, maintenance personnel, and the technical
DOE-HDBK-1019/1-93; DOE Fundamentals Handbook Nuclear
A nuclear weapon is an explosive device that derives its destructive force from nuclear reactions, either
fission (fission bomb) or from a combination of fission and fusion reactions (thermonuclear bomb).Both bomb
types release large quantities of energy from relatively small amounts of matter. The first test of a fission
("atomic") bomb released an amount of energy approximately equal to ...
Nuclear weapon - Wikipedia
Nuclear weapon designs are physical, chemical, and engineering arrangements that cause the physics
package of a nuclear weapon to detonate. There are three existing basic design types: pure fission weapons
were the first nuclear weapons built and have so far been the only type ever used in warfare.; boosted fission
weapons improve on the implosion design. . Boosting can more than double the ...
Nuclear weapon design - Wikipedia
This section is for attacking a planet from orbit. The next section is for attacking a planet by ground assault..
After all the interplanetary battles are over, and the defender's space fleets have been reduced to ionized
plasma or fled in panic, the pendultimate stage is entered.
Orbital Planetary Attack - Atomic Rockets
Enrico Fermi e uma equipe de cientistas da Universidade de Roma informou que eles haviam descoberto o
elemento 94 em 1934. Fermi chamou o elemento de hesperium e mencionou o nome em sua palestra em
1938. A amostra foi na verdade uma mistura de bÃ¡rio, criptÃ´nio e outros elementos, mas isso nÃ£o era
conhecido na Ã©poca, porque a fissÃ£o nuclear nÃ£o tinha sido descoberta ainda.
PlutÃ³nio â€“ WikipÃ©dia, a enciclopÃ©dia livre
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ãƒˆãƒªã‚¦ãƒ ã‚’ç”¨ã•„ã•ŸåŽŸå-•ç‚‰ (03-04-11-01) - ATOMICA
Physique. Le plutonium est un mÃ©tal de la famille des actinides prÃ©sentant, comme la plupart des autres
mÃ©taux, un aspect argentÃ© brillant comme le nickel.Cependant, au contact de l'air, il se recouvre
rapidement d'une couche terne grisÃ¢tre, avec des couleurs pouvant tirer sur le jaune ou le vert olive, cette
derniÃ¨re teinte provenant du dioxyde de plutonium [6] PuO 2.
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